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Real World modo: The Authorized Guide: In the Trenches with modoFocal Press, 2009
Explore one of the most exciting 3D tools on the market, modo, with Real-World modo - the  Luxology approved, concept and principle- driven guide.  Learn to apply the revolutionary, artist-friendly modo toolset with its powerful 3D rendering engine to your project workflows.  In a clear, motivating, and entertaining style,...
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Opengl Programming Guide: The Official Guide to Learning Opengl, Version 1.1Addison Wesley, 1997
OpenGL is a powerful software interface for graphics hardware that allows graphics programmers to produce high-quality color images of 3D objects. The functions in the OpenGL library enable programmers to build geometric models, view models interactively in 3D space, control color and lighting, manipulate pixels, and perform such tasks as alpha...
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Pro Windows Small Business Server 2003Apress, 2006
Microsofts Windows Small Business Server has taken the market by storm, offering a compelling solution for business with 50 or fewer employees. Pro Windows Small Business Server 2003 is a complete guide for you intermediate-to-advanced administrators who have deployed SBS, gotten it working for your organizations, and want to take the...
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3ds Max Speed Modeling for 3D ArtistsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is aimed at artists who already know essentials of modeling and are considering modeling specialization. A big part of specialization involves seeking ways to streamline your work flow. Possibly you're a diploma student and want to level up your 3ds Max skills after a short course, or possibly you're self-taught

	and want...
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Pro ASP.NET Web Forms Techniques, Second EditionApress, 2003

	You will discover the possibilities for developing user interfaces driven by ASP.NET. Author Alex Homer explores techniques and approaches to create attractive, full-featured, and easy-to-use websites and web pages. Further, these web pages will be interactive where appropriate, loosely based on real-world scenarios, and able...
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The Viability of Organizations Vol. 3: Designing and Changing OrganizationsSpringer, 2019

	The design process for organizational structures sometimes resembles a random walk, especially when it is embedded in an arena of competing personal interests and power games. Many organizations still lack clear guidance and are therefore seeking a rigorous, nuanced, and impartial methodology for the design and development of their...
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3ds Max 2009 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The only comprehensive reference-tutorial on 3ds Max available, this book is everyone's favorite. Whether you're a beginner looking for 3D basics or a full-fledged animator seeking new ways to dazzle viewers with your creations, it's all here. You'll find pages of professional tips, loads of advice, and more than 150 step-by-step tutorials...
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The Construction Industry in the Fourth Industrial Revolution: Proceedings of 11th Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Postgraduate Research ConferenceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book gathers papers from the 11th Construction Industry Development Board (cidb) Postgraduate Research Conference, held on 28–30 July 2019 in Johannesburg, South Africa. The conference provided an essential forum for reviewing and generating knowledge on Construction 4.0 and, consequently, highlighted processes and...
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Strategic Mobile Design: Creating Engaging Experiences (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2008
The mobile landscape is an evolving ecosystem of constant exploration and progressive thinking. Mobile is more than just the device that we carry in our bag for phone calls and text messages with friends. It’s a device that connects users to a wealth of information and portable experiences throughout the globe—experiences such as those...
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Hacking the HumanGower, 2008

	Information security is about people, yet in most organizations protection remains focused on technical countermeasures. The human element is crucial in the majority of successful attacks on systems and attackers are rarely required to find technical vulnerabilities, hacking the human is usually sufficient.Ian Mann turns the black art of...
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Demand-Driven Associative Classification (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	The ultimate goal of computers is to help humans to solve problems. The solutions
	for such problems are typically programmed by experts, and the computers need
	only to follow the specified steps to solve the problem. However, the solution of
	some problems may be too difficult to be explicitly programmed. In such difficult
	cases,...
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Everyday Project ManagementBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2019

	“Everyday Project Management is a practical guide for anyone new or needing to learn more about project management. Unlike many other books, it does not rely on arcane concepts and terms, and simply tells it like it is.”

	—Todd C. Williams, President of eCameron, Inc., and author of Filling...
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